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SCG003C 

James Glickenhaus introduces the new bespoken SCG chassis 

July 2nd 2014 

 

Scuderia Cameron Glickenhaus is successfully carrying on the development of SCG003C, the new 

racing car that will be unveiled at 2015 Geneva Motor Show and  will then compete in the SP-X Class 

at the 2015 24-Hours at the Nürburgring. 

The design of the all new carbon-fiber chassis has already been defined and the manufacturing of 

the car’s components is underway. The SCG003C Engineering Team has developed a chassis design 

by adopting modern technologies while keeping a glance to the past: the car’s base structure holds 

a carbon skeleton where ribs are sustaining the body panels that are a well-known design by Italian 

Carrozzieri. This design allows the engineering of very light body panels and creates at the same 

time a main reference structure during the car assembly and maintenance. 

Luca Martino that overviewed the design says: “To design an all new carbon chassis is already a 

great challenge, to design it for the Nordschleife is even a greater task!” 

Front and rear suspensions are double wishbone with pushrod and adjustable anti roll-bar. The 

suspension layout has been developed based on the experience gained with the P4/5Competizione 

on the Nordschleife. Mario Chiera di Vasco the Engineer in charge of the chassis suspension points 

out: “we designed the suspension to get highly predictable and linear vehicle behavior; this is a main 

feature to increase the driver’s confidence on a track that requires a huge concentration for an 

extended time and is well known as an unforgiving one ”. 

The Aerodynamic development has been finalized as well and reached some very interesting results. 

SCG003C’s team is now looking at the Wind Tunnel Aerodynamic Test that will take place in the fall, 

as soon as the car will be completed. 
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A number of car enthusiasts have contacted the SCG team about the possible sale of the racing car 

and even of a road version. The team is evaluating every received enquiry and investigating the 

opportunity to build a small series.  

Jim Glickenhaus, Scuderia Cameron Glickenhaus’ owner, commented on this phase of SCG003C 

Project: “Very interesting times! Our idea of taking back to the racing arena the spirit of the classic 

endurance competitions of the past is creating a huge interest and we are very excited to respond 

with an incredible product that we are designing and manufacturing all by ourselves.  I hope fans 

and everyone who love the true spirit of motor-racing will keep following us.  Fans’ support is very 

important for what we are doing.” 

Paolo Garella, SCG003C Program Director, underlined: “Designing a car ground-up is not a simple 

task and doing it both for racing and the road use is clearly a greater challenge. We have put together 

a great team, very young, very passionate and very motivated. There is a lot of work to do but 

working with a so determined team makes all challenges possible“. 

For SCG003C new teaser and any further information and enquiry please refer to:  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDXfhGE4DqE,   

www.scgautomotive.com and/or https://www.facebook.com/P45Competizione  
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